
schedule of events

about  
the program
The symposium will deliver practical 
information and experiences from crane 
maintenance personnel, crane manufacturers, 
equipment manufacturers, and engineering 
consultants who strive to make electric 
overhead traveling (EOT) cranes and their 
runways the safest, most reliable, durable 
machinery and equipment in the industry. This 
two-day program will include presentations 
focused on safe work practices and ergonomics, 
electrical, mechanical, and structural 
maintenance techniques, crane inspection 
technologies and best practices in EOT 
crane modernizations. As part of the Crane 
Symposium program, the Crane Innovator 
of the Year Award winner will be announced, 
recognizing the individual who has brought 
forth the latest in technology, or increased 
efficiencies in operational and maintenance 
practices for the continuous improvement of 
heavy industrial cranes. 

sunday, 7 june 2015
4 p.m.
Registration 

5 p.m.
Reception

monday, 8 june 2015
7 a.m.
Registration and Continental Breakfast

8 a.m.
Introduction and Opening Remarks

AiST.org/TechnologyTraining

More information at

7–9 june 2015pittsburgh, pa. , usa
omni william penn hotel
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8:15 a.m.
crane rail specifications and relevance to 
project work
fred kaster, atlantic track & turnout co.
ASTM specifications for ASCE and heavy crane rails, along with 
DIN 536 specifications for A-Section crane rails, will be discussed, 
with focus on hardness requirements and contributions to life-
cycle performance of rails.

8:45 a.m.
cab design consideration
richard warriner, flow in-motion llc
This paper offers a review of key elements to consider when 
specifying an operator cab. Emphasis will be on ergonomics and 
subsequent safety benefits for the operator and fellow workers.

9:15 a.m.
advanced safety techniques for hot metal 
cranes
jon walters , magnetek
This presentation explores the technological advancements 
available to ensure maximum safety for hot metal crane operation. 
Safe brake operation techniques are presented, such as no-load 
brake hoist motions, snapped shaft detection and alternating 
brake checks. The presentation delves into the functions 
of remote monitoring systems for safe crane operation and 
diagnostics. Also discussed are the operation and benefits of 
collision avoidance systems and the effects of power outage on 
crane controls.

9:45 a.m.
Break

10 a.m.
cranes active anti-sway technology
randy cantrell and juergen gieske , konecranes inc.
Advances in crane safety and efficiency through active anti-sway.

10:30 a.m.
engineering window placement for safety
daniel macpherson, macpherson & co.
Examines the safety requirements of good vision versus impact 
protection and outlines critical aspects of both while reaching the 
best outcome for both.

11 a.m.
installation of computers in steelmaking dc 
crane cabs for data collection and improved 
communications
brad hebert, arcelormittal burns harbor
Inverters and touch-screen computers have been installed in 
each of our cab operated cranes during the past four years. The 
computers are linked wirelessly to networked PLCs and display 
critical data related to hoist weights, positions and an accurate 
production schedule to the crane operator. Computers also allow 
operators to enter pre-shift inspections via a virtual keyboard. 
Inspections are then distributed electronically to management 
personnel so that problems identified can be resolved.  

11:30 a.m.
emergency brakes on cranes
joel cox, pintsch bubenzer usa
To provide general information on safety brakes with emergency 
brakes and application awareness for saving lives and equipment

Noon
Lunch

1:15 p.m.
motion analysis for determining behavior of 
automated and manual operated cranes
tom anderson, psi technics ltd.
Repeated positioning of a bridge crane with high accuracy and 
minimal stress on crane components is a goal and a challenge 
for any operator or fully automated crane. The motion analysis 
service is a tool that will identify positioning disturbances that 
lead to lower throughput and system wear and will allow you 
to compare how your operators position cranes so that you can 
provide training where it's needed. Your cranes do have issues — 
now you can know what they are.

1:45 p.m.
optimal crane maintenance functional 
structure
charles totten, t&m equipment co.
One steel plant’s crane repair department managed to 
improve safety, reduce breakdowns, increase service life of 
the components like gearing, hoist drums, blocks and wheel 
assemblies, and re-rail the entire plant runways with flash butt-
welded joints and reduce cost of the plant’s cranes. This led to 
increased crane reliability and availability to very high levels by 
the simple method of keeping accurate records, learning failure 
modes, getting information from the data and continuously 
improving.
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2:15 p.m.
Break

2:30 p.m.
new innovative girder overview
mark bernardini and tim walsh, terex services

3 p.m.
static stepless pros and cons
tom sawyer, charter steel – cleveland
Discussion of obstacles and lessons learned having four newer 
cranes with static stepless control. Covering the upside and 
downside of having static control.

3:30 p.m.
what you need to know about the below hook 
lifting devices
brian porter, max slanina and ross muhleman, simmers 
crane design & services co.

4 p.m.
Panel Discussion

5:30 p.m.
Dinner

tuesday, 9 june 2015
7 a.m.
Continental Breakfast 

8 a.m.
Introductions and Opening Remarks

8:15 a.m.
addressing crane gearbox oil leaks
bill schierenbeck, xtek inc. , and bobby askew, nucor 
hertford
Presentation on leaking crane gearboxes and ways to address 
them.

8:45 a.m.
ac replacement motors for dc mill motors
richard warriner, flow in-motion, llc
Discusses considerations and advantages of custom built AC 
motors that are a “drop-in replacement” for old-style DC mill 
motors with cost reduction of installation being key.

9:15 a.m.
future of dc crane controls 
lucien rainville , hubbell industrial controls inc.

9:45 a.m.
Break

10 a.m.
state-of-the-art anti-collision and 
positioning systems for the metals industry
edgardo labruna , janus automation
The steelmaking industry environment presents harsh conditions 
like dust, heat or vibration, the implementation of reliable anti-
collision, and positioning system have been a challenge. This 
presentation will discuss several successful implementation in 
this area.

10:30 a.m.
accident prevention and human factors 
analysis classification system (hfacs)
michael johnson, navy crane center
Provide the Navy’s definition of crane accident. Discuss 
techniques to reduce significant accidents/events. Discuss the 
benefit of using Human Factors of Analysis Classification System 
for performing root cause analysis and development of corrective 
actions.

11 a.m.
single-failure-proof hoist design
bryan barber, navy crane center, and greg fitzpatrick, 
advanced crane technologies
Description of a Navy project where single-failure-proof features 
were used to enhance safety of critical loads. Presentation by the 
Navy and the crane designer.

11:30 a.m.
crane innovator of the year award 
presentation
joe bavuso, u.s . steel – gary works

Noon
Lunch

1:15 p.m.
wire rope for cranes — part i
tony fastuca , asc industries ltd. , and justin brown, wdi-
gmbh python wire rope
This presentation will explain the wide variety of wire rope 
product technology that is available on the market and the 
application of each technology.

1:45 p.m.
wire rope for cranes — part ii
justin brown, wdi-gmbh python wire rope

2:15 p.m.
Break
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registration fees
Advance registration by 28 April 2015: Member US$795, Non-
member US$1,010. Registration fee after 28 April 2015: Member 
US$895, Non-member US$1,110. Registration includes Sunday 
reception, continental breakfasts, lunches and continuous breaks 
Monday and Tuesday, a dinner Monday evening, and a course 
workbook or flash drive including presentations.

AiST.org/TechnologyTraining

More information at

register now

2:30 p.m.
how to create a world-class behavior-based 
safety program
david cunningham, hoist & crane service group
Like many corporations, most of us had a misconception: 
business is what we do and safety can be a nagging problem 
that can keep us from doing it if we are not careful. Developing a 
behavior-based culture starts with us, as a company.

3 p.m.
proper selection of steel mill crane air 
conditioning system
johannes karcher, frigortec lp
Crane operators and crane electronics are exposed to increased 
requirements. Well-designed air conditioning units are a major 
key of efficient and reliable crane operation. How to select 
a proper HVAC system based on: (1) technical designed and 
operation reliability and (2) investment and cost optimization will 
be discussed.

3:30 p.m.
heads up for tapered tread crane wheel users
mike urbassik , hubbell industrial controls inc.

4 p.m.
Panel Discussion

4:30 p.m.
Conference Adjourn
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